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1. Introduction 
 
 Ionizing radiation sources can be found in a wide range of occupational 
settings including health care facilities, research institutions, nuclear reactors and 
their support facilities, nuclear weapon production facilities, and other various 
manufacturing settings just to name a few [5, 40]. These radiation sources can 
pose a considerable health risk to affected workers if not properly controlled.   

From the point of view of the occupational exposure, the radiation dose 
is a very important measure. On the other hand, limiting only to measuring dose, 
like it is done in many industrial dosimeters does not necessarily give enough 
information about possible hazards. For example safe dose of  137Cs in one litre 
of drinking water is 1 kBq, dose for 239Pu on the other hand is only 1 Bq [5].  
The second isotope is 1000 times more dangerous. It is not possible to determine 
isotopes with a dosimeter [20]. Questions like which isotopes cause the 
radiation, is the source in liquid state, could it cause contamination of water, 
does it accumulate in tissues etc are best answered by measuring the energetic 
spectra of the radiation source under investigation.  
 In professional spectrometers energy of gamma particles fallen into 
sensor is measured and stored into channels. Depending on instruments design, 
rapid changes in radiation level can be filtered out. So moments of quickly 
passing a highly active material can be left unnoticed. 
 In case of recording every pulse output by the radiation detector, even 
short bursts can be found and analyzed. This method might not be very practical 
when investigating a highly active source since it produces too much data. 
Environmental research is different. 
 When studying environmental radioactive pollution, it is essential to 
have the measurement data bound to geographic coordinates.  This could be 
done by measuring in places with known coordinates. Better, more exact and 
convenient way is to use a GPS-receiver. Modern GPS-engine is a handy tool, 
especially convenient if the data should be collected  from a moving vehicle. 
 Combining geographic coordinates and energy of gamma particles 
allows building a radiation map. Also the nature of the process how ordinary 
man collects radiation doze can be studied and even geographic maps 
characterizing distribution of ionizing radiation could be constructed. Building a 
device for such study was the main goal of the present work. 
 Present thesis describes a prototype gamma spectrometer-data logger 
called “Gammamapper” designed, built and tested by the author of present work. 
This device is equipped with a CsI(Ti) scintillator probe and spectroscopic 
amplifier from Scionix. Every pulse output by the amplifier is captured by a 
peak detector, digitalized and stored on a memory card. Instrument's main 
processor tracks and stores geographic coordinates received by GPS engine and 
pre-filtered by a separate  low-power microcontroller that is looking for certain 
messages only. This “filter” also keeps track on the validity of geographic data 
and double-buffers it [Article I]. 
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 The main processor of the spectrometer protects measurement results by 
encrypting data [Article II].   
 The structure of the present thesis is as follows. In the third section an 
overview of existing industrial gamma spectrometers similar to the present 
design is given. Then a block-diagram explaining work of “Gammamapper” is 
discussed. 
In the 4-th and 5-hs paragraphs the construction of the instrument is described in 
greater detail. These sections are relatively long and important since they deal 
with author's work: designing a portable gamma spectrometer. The 6-th section 
of present thesis is mainly concentrated on software which was also authors 
concern and headache during numerous sleepless nights... More interesting parts 
of spectrometer's firmware and an analysis tool written for a standard PC  are 
discussed. 

The 7-th section is concentrated on Gammamapper's properties. Test 
measurements and spectra gathered by author thus far are  also analyzed. 
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2. List of abbreviations 
 
ADC – analog to digital converter 
BLR – base-line restorer 
DAC – digital to analog converter 
FAT – file allocation table 
FET – field effect transistor 
GPS – global positioning system 
GUI – graphical user interface 
HP – high purity 
MCA – multichannel analyser 
OPAMP – operational amplifier 
RAM – random access memory 
USB – universal serial bus 
µP – microprocessor 
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3. Existing portable gammaspectrometers and MCA-s for 
ionizing radiation. 
 

Portative spectroscopic systems were relativelty rare when author started 
about 10 years ago his research work in the field of building such instruments. 
The majority of instruments were large and expensive although possessed 
excellent resolution. Naturally there are also smaller devices like the ones 
mentioned in [10,11,12,33,36]  but  high-resolution detector implemented in 
some designs needs cooling with liquid nitrogen. Use of such systems in field 
was and is  difficult if not impossible. One exception to this tendency was MCA-
8000 of Amptek Inc [34]. Company’s multichannel analyzer was one of the 
early birds in field of portable and autonomous gammaspectroscopy instruments. 
MCA-8000 is unfortunately an MCA only. Experimenters still have to use a 
separate (gamma-) sensor and corresponding spectroscopic amplifier. Detectors 
usually need to have a powerful supply which might complicate using the 
system in field measurements. 

The MCA of Amptek itself only gathers and stores gamma information. 
A personal computer is needed to download data from the instrument and run 
various analysis tools. Since  many devices manufactured by Amptek are used 
also by NASA in space exploration, price of MCA-8000 is in the same scale 
(about $12.000). 

Applications for ionizing radiation are wide. One interesting application 
is neutron activation analysis [3,6,15,16] which is used in archeology, 
biochemistry, environmental monitoring etc. Spectroscopic system must be 
equipped with a high resolution detector for that kind of analysis. 

People involved in handling radioactive materials would need an 
instrument capable of acquiring high quality spectra of ionizing radiation in field 
conditions. Spectrometer should be a compact, autonomous, low-power device 
capable of displaying results in graphical form on the fly or at least right after 
measurements are completed, preferrably on the  built-in display of the device. 
Environmental research applications would also need coordinates of 
measurement place to be recorded. Additionally, the device should be small 
enough to fit into a shirt pocket. Audible alarms presettable for different energy 
ranges are desirable. Instruments having all mentioned capabilities did not exist 
when present the research work was started. 

The need for a somewhat better instrument still holds although there are 
many spectrometers with graphic display of results on market nowadays. Some 
Geiger counters even use a GPS engine [17]. Unfortunately a Geiger-Mueller 
tube does not reveal energetic contence of detected radiation. 
Thermoluminescent devices are compact but results could be viewed only after 
special processing. Last but not least – designed device should have a 
competitive price. Analyzing properties of existing industrial instruments (see 
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table 3.2 and literature sources [10,11,12,33,34,36,38] ) I tried to determine 
optimal number of channels and other relevant parameters of instrument to be 
designed. 

Typical multichannel analyzer of a spectroscopic system has 256 to 
16384 channels (see table 3.2). This number depends of type of gamma detector 
connected to the system. Generally a sensor with better resolution needs an 
MCA with more channels (this translates to an ADC with better resolution) 
[14,35]. A bigger number of channels is also needed if the device should work in 
wider energy range (see table 3.1) [14]. 

 

Table 3.1. Properties of selected gamma sensors 

Detector type Typical resolution Optimal energy range Number of channels 

NaI(Ti) 
8% (52keV)@662 keV; 

31 keV @ 122 keV 
2…200 keV 512 or 1024 

CdZnTe 
1,5 keV@122keV; 

6,4 keV@662 keV 
0…1 MeV 2048…16384 

Si (Li) 180 eV @ 5,9 keV 2…100 keV 512 or 1024 

HPGe 0,5 keV @ 122 keV 5…2000 keV 2048…16384 

HgI2 1,5 keV @ 5,9 keV 2… 60 keV 2048…16384 

 
Table 3.2. Parameters of some industrial designs. Remarks: 1 – if connected 
to a computer, 2 – for the MCA only, 3 – depends on the number of channels 
which is selectable 

Name Manufacturer
Nr. of 
chan-
nels 

Dynamical 
nonlin-
earity 

Integral 
nonli-
nearity 

Nr. of 
spec-
tra 

Max. 
nr. of  
ROI-s 

Automatic 
energy 
calibra-
tion 

Identifi-
cation 
of iso-
topes 

Calcula-
tion of 
activity 

Easy-
Spec 

Canberra 
Indust. 1024 ±1 

channel ±0,3% ≤ 90 ≤ 5 + + + 

NaI 

Inspec-
tor 

Canberra 
Indust. 2048 ±0,9%2 ±0,025%2 ? ? + 1 + 1 + 

Explo-
rer 

American 
Nuclear 
Systems. 

256 ? ? 60/256 4 ? ? ? 
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MCA-
465 

TCA-
Systems 

256 ? ? 14 ? ? + ? 

Pros-
pector 

American 
Nuclear 
Systems. 

4096 ±3% ±0,1% ? 64/256 ? ? ? 

MCA-
8000 Amptek Inc. 16384 ±0,6% ±0,02% 1283  +1 +1 + 

 

 An MCA built for a semiconductor-based detector (i.e. HP Ge) would 
have too much channels for use in conjunction with a wide-spread lower 
resolution NaI detector. Too big a resolution makes finding peaks with lower 
energy difficult in a spectra of a high-enery source [14]. Analyzer MCA-8000 
overcomes this problem using programmably selectable resolution [12]. This 
workaround also helps saving the  memory space of the  instrument for storing 
more spectra. Since the device stores all data into onboard RAM with relatively 
small capacity, this could be an issue. 

Data in tables 3.1 and 3.2 suggests using a NaI sensor. The choice is 
logical since sensitivity of this type of detector is very high although resolution 
of NaI detector is moderate.  

Work in field conditions dictates using a ruggedized construction and 
nonhygroscopic sensor. This requirement leads to using a CsI(Ti) detector [29]  
like the one manufactured by Scionix. CsI(Ti) detectors have similar properties 
to NaI(Ti) counterparts but are nonhygroscopic and more reliable. The sensor of 
Scionix has many attractive features like low power consumption, small size and 
built-in spectroscopic amplifier. Detector incorporates also a temperature sensor. 
Author selected  for his gamma spectrometer sensor 20P25/18-E2-C-X of 
Scionix. 

Due to CsI(Ti) -sensor's moderate energetic properties resolution of 
ADC in instruments signal path may be limited to 10-bits. Described ADC-s are 
on-chip in many common microcontrollers. Built-in ADC helps reducing board 
space and system price. Usually they also consume less power.  

Many of the devices in table 3.2 use relatively low-capacity internal data 
storage. Spectrometer designed in present work should be capable of acquiring 
and storing data continuously for at least 8 hours. This requires a much bigger 
memory device. Author used a cost-effective and handy storage device capable 
of storing large amounts of data – a standard memory card.  

The majority of instruments in table 3.2 implement a monochrome 
display. Geographic maps or ionizing radiation spectra would look much more 
compendious when displayed on a color display. Modern techniques makes 
using large color displays possible and even simple. 
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3.1. Prototype of autonomous portable gamma spectrometer – 
“Gammamapper” 

 
 The spectrometer uses Scionix’s off-shelf gamma sensor V10P25/10-
E3-Cs-T-X (1) with built-in spectroscopic amplifier (see figure.3.1).  This 
CsI(Ti) probe has compact size, improved ruggedness, is non-hygroscopic and 
has significantly lower power consumption as compared to standard designs 
implementing NaI(Ti) scintillation detectors and PMT tubes.  Scionix's state-of-
art sensor provides a bipolar semi-gaussian output signal with total pulse 
duration of 15 µs (peaking time is 2 µs).  Energy resolution measured at 662 
keV is 8,7% [29]. 
 Sensor’s output pulses are fed to a peak-detector (2) built around fast 
operational amplifiers by Analog Devices [32]. Detector is reset after every 
successive digitalization of input pulse. 
 Successive approximation type analog to digital converter (3) converts 
captured pulse’s amplitude to digital form. This signal is handled by unit’s 
controller.    

Measuring process is controlled and all necessary conversions are 
carried out by firmware running on a standard off-shelf microcontroller, 
manufactured by Microchip.  This microprocessor has low power consumption 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Block-diagram of “Gammamapper”. 1 – gamma sensor, 2 – peak detector,  
3 – analog to digital converter, 4 – micro controller, 5 – keyboard, 6 – LCD display,  
7 – power unit, 8 – GPS engine, 9 – GPS data filter 
 
and a rich set of on-chip peripherals [25]. 
 Control code written by the author also handles storing measurement 
data to a standard compact flash or multimedia card. 
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 Spectrometer uses a “one-wire” temperature sensor from Dallas [8] to 
compensate for possible drift of readings [29] due to ambient temperature 
changes. Sensor’s readings are stored together with spectral data to the same file.  
 Embedded microcontroller also keeps track of geographic coordinates 
obtained through a prefilter (9) from GPS engine (8). Status of instrument’s 
battery (7) is constantly monitored and displayed on main screen (6) in graphic 
form. In case of power failure measurements are terminated and all acquired data 
is saved to memory card. 

In the next chapters of present thesis operation of instrument's various 
units will be described in greater detail. 
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4. Analog front end of Gammamapper 
 
 
 The purpose of analog front end circuit is interfacing gamma detector's 
output to intruments embedded processor's ADC input delivering unipolar signal 
stable during acquisition time. Different detectors use different signal levels. 
Common options are bipolar and unipolar signals (see figure 4.1). 
 

 
 
Figure 4.1. Bipolar (dark-blue) and unipolar (light-blue) impulses 

 
 

 Both versions have their main application areas. Bipolar signal is 
applicable in high count rate systems where signals baseline tends to drift due to 
incomplete discharging of coupling capacitors in spectroscopic amplifier and 
other parts of the system [30]. Signal with both negative and positive 
components discharges the mentioned capacitors and in some cases a separate 
BLR unit (like described in [4] ) is not needed. 

In slow count rate environmental instruments like the present 
spectrometer, base line  (zero level) drift introduced by capacitors is negligible 
and may be left uncompensated. In order to reduce possibility of zero level 
distortion even  more, the circuit has been designed without any additional 
coupling capacitors in signal path. One can assume that there are some in 
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detector circuit. Unfortunately exact information about detectors construction 
was not available. Since detectors output pulse is bipolar, baseline drift will be 
compensated anyway. 
 Zero drift of spectrometer’s signal path depends on several factors: 
ambient temperature, stability of power supply etc. In the present instrument the 
first attempt to eliminate drift was taken in circuit design. Front end uses 
separate stabilized  dual power supply. Components were selected with minimal 
temperature drift.  
 
 
4.1. Signal polarity converter. 
 
 Scionix's gamma detector V10P25/10-E3-Cs-T-X used in present 
spectrometer outputs a bipolar preshaped gaussian pulse with peaking time of 2 
µs. Main processors internal ADC used to digitalize impulses, works with 
positive signal only. Therefore impulses are fed firstly to a detector built on a 
fast operation amplifier AD8034 (U1 on figure 4.2).  
 

Figure 4.2. Signal conditioner converts bipolar impulses to unipolar for the ADC 
 
 
 According to manufacturers data [32] this amplifier has a voltage slew 
rate of 80 V/ µs and the device is stable even in unity gain connection. OPAMP 
also features low power consumption – 3,3 mA. Second half of dual OPAMP U1 
is used as an inverting buffer with unity voltage gain. In the output of detector 
we have unipolar (positive) impulses ready to be converted to digital form. 
Conditioned signal measured at converters output is shown with a light-blue 
color waveform at figure 4.1 
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4.2. Peak detector 
 

During sampling time of an AD converter, signal level on its input must 
be held constant. A peak detector on  U2 (see figure 4.4) serves this purpose. 

 

 
 
Figure 4.3. Input signal (dark blue) is captured by peak detector (light blue). Then a 
PDET conversion start signal (magenta) is generated. Rising edge of impulse starts the 
cycle. 
 
 
 Peak detector constantly samples gamma detectors output. For accurate 
digitalization of input signal ADC conversion must be started  exactly on the 
moment detector's pulse has reached its maximum. In present circuit this is 
achieved with a fast comparator LM311 (U4). Comparator also acts as an 
interface element between analog and digital parts on spectrometer. Its  output is 
on a high logical level during input signals positive front. Then voltage on 
comparators both inputs rises in nearly equal time. A small differential voltage 
introduced due to time constant of  integrating circuit R13, C12 helps to keep 
comparators output „clean“ preventing false triggering.  
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Figure 4.4. Peak detector’s circuit 
 

 After peaking time pulse’s amplitude starts fading and voltage on 
comparators inverting input falls. Voltage on positive input coming from peak 
detectors output remains constant. The comparator is triggered, it’s output goes 
to a low logical level. This event is used to start main processor’s ADC (signal 
PDET, see also figures 4.3 and 4.5). 
 ADC is built on switching capacitors technology. Internal holding 
capacitors are charged from input signal after conversion is started. Acquisition 
time must be long enough to allow complete charging. Therefore during 
acquisition signal on ADCs input must remain constant [2,18,19]. Instruments 
main processors ADC unit has an automatic acquisition mode. Conversion is not 
started right after corresponding triggering signal but a predefined delay is 
automatically introduced. Required minimal delay for a 20 MHz clock frequency 
is 2,45 us. This is set during microcontrollers initialization. 
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Figure 4.5. Signals controlling peak detector and detector’s output 
 
 When conversion completes, a digitalized value is compared by 
microcontroller against a preset low level threshold and if it is greater then data 
is stored to processor’s gamma data buffer. If not, the impulse is discarded. In 
both cases peak detector must be reset (sampling capacitor C10 discharged) 
before next gamma event could be recognized. Reset is initiated by a controller 
under software control; logic level controllable FET T3 acts as a low impedance 
reset switch. 
 Resistor R15 has a critical role in peak detectors stability during reset 
operation. Without this component negative feedback would be cut off causing 
circuit’s spurious oscillations. Stability is better when component  value is 
increased. During normal operation of detector too big resistance of R15 may 
introduce additional error in digitalization process. A trade-off value of 470 
ohms was found experimentally. 
 As mentioned earlier, a stabilized and filtered dual power supply is 
essential for accurate operation of peak detector unit. +5V power is obtained 
from main supply via noise supressing LC-filter L3, C19 (see complete circuit 
on figure 4.7). Gamma detector unit has its own filter L5, C28.  
 Negative supply voltage -5V for OPAMPs is generated by Maxim's 
charge pump IC U7 connected in standard configuration. Device is capable of 
delivering current up to 20 mA. Spectrometers analog front end consumes about 
11mA.  
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In order to reduce energy consumption, analog circuitry is activated only 
during acquiring spectra.  

 
 

4.3. Low- and high level discriminators 
 
 Many MCA-s implement hardware low- and possibly also high level 
discriminators enabling filtering out impulses with unwanted energies. CsI(Ti) 
detectors sensititivity is energy dependent with a significant rise in region of low 
energies. In many cases theses impulses carry no information, they could be 
considered as noise. Unwanted pulses of low energy could be filtered out in 
hardware without any software overhead with a simple circuit shown on figure 
4.6. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.6. Low level filter circuit 
 
 

 Microcontroller sets lowest level for registered pulses with the aid of a 
DAC IC1. Comparator IC2 compares incoming pulse’s amplitude with preset by 
microcontroller reference voltage and if it is lower, blocks  conversion start 
signal via transistor Q1. Low threshold (calibrated in energy units) could be 
altered via spectrometers GUI. In instruments present realization level 
discriminators were transfered to software layer in order to reduce power 
consumption. This approach slowed processing of pulses only for 1,2 µs. 
Firmware sends commands to a hardware discriminator at measurement start 
anyway thus enabling a faster responce if needed and if appropriate hardware is 
present. Instruments circuit board has places for corresponding chips. 
 Analog front end of „Gammamapper“ is realised as a separate unit. It 
could be replaced with a more advanced one or with a unit designed for different 
radiation sensors. Modular approach should make overall design of 
„Gammamapper“ more flexible. 
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Figure 4.7. Complete analog front end circuit of the „Gammamapper“ 
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5. Digital part of Gammamapper 
 
 The main task of Gammamapper's digital circuitry is controlling all 
other units of the instrument and acting as an interface to user. The unit controls 
analog front end setting up correct sequence for peak detector, communicates 
with GPS prefilter and retrieves geographic data from it if available. Processor 
generates all commands needed to initialize and exchange data with a color LCD 
display [44]. PWM-signal for screen's backlight is also generated by the 
controller. Processor controls a SD-memory card, maintains its file structure and 
stores measurement results to it. Presently only a standard FAT16 file system is 
supported. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.1.  Block-circuit of digital part of Gammamapper 

1 – microprocessor, 2 – memory card for storing measurements results, 3 – color LCD 
display, 4 – USB communication interface, 5 – multi-purpose navigation button,  
6 – low-power auxiliary LCD display, 7 – real-time clock with back-up battery,  
8 – crypto-key, 9 – digital thermometer, 10 – LED torch, 11 – supply for analog front 
end, 12 – GPS engine and prefilter, 13 – main power supply unit with battery charger 
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 Since main processor (1, figure 5.1) of the spectrometer is the „heart“ of 
the whole instrument and its resources have a deep impact on the capabilities of 
the unit, it must be choosen carefully. The controller has to be fast enough to 
start measurement cycle after receiving a „PDET“ signal from front end circuit, 
measure peak-detector's output, store data and restart detector for next particle to 
be detected. 

On the other hand acquiring spectra from low-activity sources as it is 
common in envionmental research can take a considerably long time (several 
hours). In case of powering the instrument from mains it would not be an issue 
but in an autonomous environmental research device low power consumption is 
necessary. For field measurements „Gammamapper“ is equipped with a 1,8 A/h 
capacity Li-Ion cell. Naturally the instrument (and its microprocessor) must 
implement a low-power design to enable long-lasting measurements. And at last 
the controller chip must possess enough I/O-pins for connecting to peripheral 
units like navigation button (keyboard analog), display, memory card etc. 

Author chose a standard off-shelf micro controller PIC18F4550 
manufactured by Microchip. This microprocessor has been designed in nanowatt 
technology consuming only 40 mA at maximum clock frequency of 40 MHz 
[25,26]. In „Gammamapper“ the processor runs at a 20 MHz clock crystal. 
Internal PLL produces faster clock signals for USB [43] interface. 

Device features also rich set of on-chip peripherals which simplifies 
spectrometer's circuit design and reduces power consumption. Many tasks 
requiring usually extensive hardware like generating PWM-signal, measuring 
analog signal with an ADC, USB interface, etc are implemented in the controller 
chip itself making design faster and simpler.  

Controller's relatively large on-chip RAM-memory (3,7kB) increases 
units responce to detected particles . Measurement's results could be stored to  
on-chip memory buffer with a much faster access time than a SD-memory card. 
Data is tranferred from buffer to a SD memory card after every 240 cycles when 
buffer is full. This process inserts an additional delay slowing instrument's 
responce. Among other parameters delay time depends of data clusters position 
on memory card due to the nature of disc access algorithm. Storing data to 
clusters addressed by the first sector of FAT takes about 14 ms. 

Every 512-byte data sector saved consists of a 32-byte „header“ 
containing geographical coordinates (2*8 bytes), time (6 bytes), gamma sensor's 
temperature (2 bytes), battery voltage (2 bytes) and live time (4 bytes) (see table 
5.1). Remaining 480 bytes are reserved for measurement results. The ADC 
present in main processor has 10-bit resolution, so results of 240 cycles can be 
stored in one data sector after which the sector buffer must be saved to disc. 
Such 512-byte data structure is dictated by the memory card architecture. 
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Table 5.1. „Header“ data structure in every data sector 
Bytes Contents Note 
1..8 Coordinates – N ASCII text 
9..16 Coordinates – E ASCII text 
17..23 GPS time ASCII text 
24,25 Temperature, sign, marker 

and shutdown bits 
Binary, marker=sign.7, 
shutdown=sign.6 

26,27 Battery voltage Binary, big endian format 
28..32 Live time counter Binary, big endian 

 The first sector of results file may contain information input by user. 
This could be an experiment setup description, name of measurement place etc. 
A software timer with 10 ms resolution keeps track of measurement live time. 
 The first version of Gammamapper used a +5V supply. This was mainly 
dictated by parameters of Scionix's gamma sensor. Suitable 5V tolerant memory 
for spectral data was a CF-card. Later author decided to use a micro SD card 
(also known as a Transflash) in order to save board space and increase memory 
capacity. Electrically this change lead to use of simple resistive level shifting 
networks (see figure 5.2) since a SD-card's I/O is not 5V tolerant. A separate low 
drop-out linear stabilizer for powering the card had to be implemented also. The 
next version that is already being tested uses a single 3,3V supply for all devices 
on board of the instrument except gamma detector, +5V power rail for it is 
generated with a step-up converter. 

Unlike many industrial designs „Gammamapper“ uses a graphical 
132*176 pixel color LCD for displaying measurement results and interfacing to 
user. Display implements a built-in controller reducing main processor's tasks 
significantly. 

Parameters of the instrument and measurements can be set via simple 
menu. Screen design (buttons, etc) was inspired by Apple's I-phone's approach. 
Unfortunately author did not have a touch screen. A status-line shows current 
parameters like time, temperature, GPS fix etc . During experiment a count per 
second value, current geographic coordinates and results file name are displayed 
on main workscreen. Version of firmware presently being tested also shows 
current live spectra as „seen“ by the instrument. Since this feature increases 
significantly the processors load and also responce time, it could be disabled 
from menu. 

LCD display LS020B8UD06 used in the described circuit is not 5V 
tolerant. Simple resistive level shifters interface it to main processor. Display's 
LED backlight panel requires a driving voltage of about 11V at current 10 mA 
[44]. This voltage is generated by transistor T1 and inductor L1 (see figure 5.2). 
Diode D1 is rectifier. Filtering capacitors are built into the display. PWM drive 
signal is obtained from processor's PWM unit. This approach enables changing 
backlight intensity conveniently under software control. After successful start-up 
processor's PWM is configured to generate a 62 kHz and 50% duty cycle signal 
to feed backlight LEDs. 
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Figure 5.2. Schematic of „Gammamapper’s” digital part 
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 As mentioned above, every effort must be done to reduce instrument's 
power consumption in order to prolong battery life. Color LCD's backlight is 
one place for conserving power. Display is lit only during menu access by user. 
10 seconds after last input a software timer shuts off backlight. Counts of 
particles detected and other more important information could still be viewed on 
a low-power auxiliary display (6, figure 5.1). This device consumes less than 
1mA and is controlled via an I2C bus common to other units in the instrument as 
well. Backlight for both displays is restored for another 10 seconds by pressing 
the navigation key. Lights are constantly on when the device is powered from 
the USB connector. 

A real-time clock chip (7, figure 5.1) from Dallas is built into the 
instrument.Time information from it is used if GPS fix is not available or 
measurements are started without using the GPS-engine. File creation time is 
also obtained from the RTC chip. Clock supports daylight saving mode, 
correction is done in software and could be disabled. Clock could be 
synchronized by correct time information from the GPS engine. Validity of RTC 
info is determined by a control byte written into it's RAM memory area. If chip's 
back-up battery fails, control byte will be corrupted also. 

Electrically the RTC unit [1] consists of the clock chip, a dedicated 
crystal resonating on a 32,768 kHz frequency and a 3V back-up battery (see 
figure 5.2). 
 Literature sources [29] suggest possibility of peak energy shifts due to 
ambient temperature changes. Spectrometer uses a digital temperature sensor 
from Dallas in thermal contact with the detector. Sensors readings are stored 
with spectral data to the same file.  This approach should enable recalculating 
and correcting once measured spectral data later in case a better correction 
algorithm is found. Addressable sensor chip DS1820 features low power 
consumption and 9 bits resolution [8]. Control and data exchange is done via 1-
wire bus. Several similar thermometer chips can be connected to the same 1-wire 
bus if needed. 
 
 
5.1. GPS engine and prefilter 
 
 In many areas of science (as in material science or enviromental 
research) it is essential to have the measurement data bound to spatial 
coordinates. For example let us consider moisture contents measurements. Walls 
of buildings are not even, repeatability of measurements can not be guaranteed 
by ordinary means. Cases exist where even 3 coordinates are not enough to 
guarantee needed accuracy and repeatability of measurements. A good example 
is measuring moisture contents of various materials. Since the 30 cm range 
moisture sensor of „Moist 200“ instrument uses polarized microwave radiation, 
it is essential to determine the probe's spatial orientation. If the tested 
sample/object has a fibrous structure, results depend much of sensor's rotation 
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angle around its longitudinal axes. The described effect is clearly visible when 
measuring, for example, moisture of paper. For such cases a more precise 6-
DOF positioning system as described in [Article IV] could be used. 

Described above a 6_DOF system was tested on Gammamapper. It was 
estabilished that resolution of GPS receiver only was satisfactory for most cases.  
 Author uses an EM406-type GPS receiver in present gamma 
spectrometer's prototype. Combining geographic coordinates and energy of 
gamma particles detected allows building a radiation map. Also the nature of the 
process how ordinary man collects radiation doze can be studied. 
 Modern GPS engines have lots of attractive features: they are small and 
economic, output data could be read easily. Due to minute power consumption 
use of such a receiver in battery powered apparatus is justified. Data from a 
standard GPS-receiver is output in form of various so-called NMEA sentences. 
In NMEA mode data is presented as a stream of ASCII characters [23,37]. A 
„SIRF-Star“ binary format also exists. 
 The receiver's output stream combines lot of information divided into 
different protocols. Device description is usually also transmitted on engine 
power-up. On start-up or in poor visibility the acquired coordinates might not be 
valid. For example in protocol $GPRMC (Recommended minimum specific 
GPS/Transit data) used in „Gammamapper“, a special character – letter 'V' or 'A' 
indicates fitness of data. 
 

 
Figure 5.3. Circuit of GPS prefilter 
 
 
 In „Gammamapper’s“ prefilter author used Microchip's low-power 
microcontroller PIC12F683. This processor is a low-cost, economical device 
equipped with lots of peripherials and built using  company's NanoWatt 
technology. Author described the first „release“of geodata prefilter in [Article I]. 
In a nutshell the prefilter consists of a microcontroller and level shifters (see 
figure 5.3) since used in the instrument GPS engine EM-406 output port is not 
5V tolerant. 
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Processor U5 receives data from GPS engine via level shifting circuit 
based on transistor T3. Zener D6 biases transistor's base. Possible uplink to 
engine uses more simple level converter at R46, R47 and D7. In present version 
of prefilter firmware  mentioned uplink is not implemented. In future versions it 
could be implemented for issuing configuration commands to the GPS engine. 
 
 
5.2. Data encryption block 
 
 One important feature offered by spectrometer's main processor is 
protecting measurement results. This could be done by ciphering data. 
 A widely used memory chip called an I-button and containing a unique 
48-bit unalterable number is used as a crypto-key. According to manufacturers 
datasheet  this device can operate on “phantom power” derived from data 
line.This property is valued in a low-power design. Another attractive feature is 
that many devices using the same Dallas' defined command set and bus protocol 
could be connected to the same line. Since pin count of “Gammamappers” main 
processor was limited, author connected temperature sensor and I-button on the 
same data line. 
 The crypto key is needed only in case encrypting of data is enabled. Key 
is inserted only once after starting measurements minimizing thus power 
consumption even more. “Gammamapper” allows transferring of encrypted files 
to a host device or deleting them only after inserting the key again. 
 No other instrument presently in the market offers ciphering of results. 
 
 
5.3. Power supply unit 
 

Power unit of Gammamapper must fit within relatively tight limits. It 
must have a small footprint and be highly effective to ensure long battery life. 
Additionally a wide input voltage range is required since voltage on battery 
terminals alters from about 2,8V to 4,2V in case of Li-Ion cell. Charging of 
NiMh chemistry batteries used in previous version of Gammamapper produced 
even 5,5V at battery pack. Only a buck-boost converter can acommodate with 
such input voltage range. A suitable converter chip was present in Texas 
Instruments product folio: TPS63000 [31]. The device has efficiency of about 
96% and it allows input voltage sweep in range of 1,8V..5,5V. For reliable 
startup battery voltage must be at least 1,9V. The device has many useful 
features like soft start-up reducing current inrush peak at start allowing thus 
boot-up from deeply discharged batteries. Soft start is accomplished by circuit 
R1,C2 (see figure 5.4). Converter is enabled by pulling its ENABLE pin (6) low 
by instruments   multifunctional switch SW1.  

Li-Ion batteries used in the instruments present version, need protection 
against deep discharge. According to [22] minimum voltage on one cell can be 
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as low as 3,0V. Absolute minimum is 2,7V: discharging below that level causes 
irreversible changes in  battery’s chemistry.  

On power-up microcontroller measures battery. If its voltage is found to 
be higher than mentioned minimum level, processor holds the converter in active 
state via transistors T1,T2 (see fig. 5.4). Battery status is monitored constantly 
and displayed in graphical form. If the battery is discharged below 2,8V, 
measurement activity is terminated, all opened files closed and the device is 
switched off. A special mark is written in datafiles header indicating that 
measurements were terminated prematurely due to the end of battery life. 

 

Figure 5.4. „Gammamapper's“ power supply circuit 
 
 

Converters output +5V rail feeds all internal electronic units of the 
instrument. Main loads are the microcontroller consuming  about 10 mA at a 24 
MHz clock fequency, instruments LCD display backlight (10 mA) that is active 
only during short periods, GPS engine (consuming about 60 mA) and analog 
front end board. 

Present version of „Gammamapper“ is capable of at least 7 hours of 
continuous measurements. 

Analog front end (see fig. 4.7) of „Gammamapper“ requires its own 
stabilized and filtered +/-5V supply. To reduce power consumption this unit is 
activated via path An_ON only during measurements. -5V supply for OPAMPs 
is generated by a charge-pump topology converter built around a MAX829 chip. 
Additional LC-networks ensure filtered „clean“ supply.  
 A 4,096V reference voltage for processors ADC is aquired from a 
precision reference source LM4250 (see fig. 4.9).  
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5.4. Miscellaneous options 
 
 A LED torch is built into described spectrometer. Although this device 
will not enchance the instruments performance, it adds convenience in usage. 
The ultrabright LED (10 on figure 4.8) features high brightness  consuming only 
10 mA. The torch can be swithed on and off via menu button both during 
measurements and the device idle state. 
 A buzzer device is used to signal various events in the devices operation 
(GPS lock achieved, errors etc). Buzzer could be programmed for audible alarms 
signalling that energy of detected particles falls into range of interest.  Buzzer 
can be set to signal accumulation of preset number of counts also. Net R1, C1 
filters out glitches in power rail generated by the buzzer.  
 Instruments battery is charged by a dedicated power management IC U1 
(MCP73833, see figure 5.5) manufactured by Microchip [42]. The device 
acquires input power +5V from a standard USB connector. Red LED (LED1 at 
figure 5.5) indicates charge in progress and green - LED3 signals end of charge. 
Complete charging of  instruments battery takes about 180 minutes. 
 

Figure 5.5. Gammamapper's battery charger unit 
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6. Software for Gammamapper: firmware and PC utility 
The majority of firmware for modern instruments is written in some 

high-level programming language. C is perhaps most common of them. Lately 
instruments running an operating system (cell phones) have become 
common.While high level programming languages shorten significantly 
development time, they also need more processing resources like code- and data 
memory. In some cases writing firmware in assembly language is more 
beneficial since it produces very compact and high-speed code. Also 
programmer has exact control over devices resources. 

 Since control of Gammamapper's front end and later data processing is 
implemented in software, it  needs to operate at high speed in order to improve 
instruments throughput. The firmware for „Gammamapper“ is written entirely in 
assmbly language and compiled with tools of Microchip's free development 
environment „MPLAB“. Resulting code file's length is about 70 kB. Source 
code is too capacious (about 327 kB of text) to be fully analyzed in this work . 
Therefore only more important parts of it will be described in this chapter. 

 Tasks of the instruments main processor can be divided into two major 
categories: system maintaining processes such as testing hardware at start-up, 
processing user input and communicating with peripheral devices. Second 
category of processes  include actual measurement.  

 It must be possible to change some instrument's parameters (like alarm 
buzzer’s sensititivity) during measurements. Battery power must be monitored 
and device's display updated constantly. In some particular location (e.g. where 
count of pulses rises significantly or an unexplained object is found) the 
experimenter may want to flag place's coordinates. In order to inspect some 
object in darkness built-in torch must be used. This means that the navigation 
button should be queried during measurements as well. 

 In order to realize this kind of pseudo-multitasking, the  device is set to 
run system tasks constantly in main flow loop. Measurement processes are run 
in background using processors sophisticated interrupt system. Such approach 
makes processing detected particles and other important tasks transparent to the 
operator. Assembly language code provides speed and necessary computing 
power. 

 

6.1. Starting measurement cycle and storing analog values from  
peak detector 
The work cycle of Gammamapper is started from the main menu selecting the 
upmost key. A sub-menu offering various options is then displayed. Then user 
can choose to add a short note describing experiment (up to 512 characters), 
GPS engine could be switched off for measurements conducted in a fixed 
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location. The last option is autostart. This and the use of GPS is remembered and 
applied to next measurements as well without the need to select it from menu. 
This feature makes the starting of the experiment easy – user only has to press 
the navi key for powering on and starting work with previous settings. 

After all selections are made instruments processor applies power to 
analog circuitry and introduces a 20 second delay. The delay is needed for 
stabilizing Scionix's gamma detectors internal bias converter [29]. Right after 
powering up signal from the detector contains much noise. 

 At the same time microcontroller starts looking for a GPS position fix (if 
GPS is enabled) monitoring state of prefilter controller's Pos_OK pin. If GPS fix 
is achieved and power-up time has ended, the main processor resets peak 
detector, initializes data memory pointers, opens file on SD-disk and enables 
vectoring to interrupt Ext_Int0 which is generated every time a particle  is 
detected. 

 Mass storage media is organized as units of 512 bytes. Data can be 
written or read only 512 bytes (one block) at a time. Using a 10-bit resolution 
ADC, every measurement occupies 2 bytes. Additional header of 32 bytes 
containing geographical coordinates, GPS time, detector temeperature, battery 
voltage and measurements live time is inserted at the beginning of each block 
(see table 4.1). A memory buffer for described data and results of 240 
measurements is set up. As soon as required amount of measurements is 
completed, live timer is stopped, interrupts are disabled and contents of data 
buffer is transferred to SD disk. As a result we have a file containing „raw“ data 
i.e. all gamma events the instrument has detected. This solution lets researchers 
reanalyze data in case more sophisticated processing algorithms are developed. 

Constantly updated FAT table of disk is kept in instruments RAM and 
stored to disk only when experiment ends or battery is exhausted. Using 
controllers RAM instead of updating necessary data on the disk serves two 
purposes. Firstly this increases data processing speed (a sector write to disk 
takes about 15 ms). Secondly every flash memory (SD-disk is also a flash 
memory) has limited number of write cycles. Most commercially available 
flash products are guaranteed to withstand around 100,000 write-erase-
cycles, before the wear begins to deteriorate the integrity of the storage. 
Updating FAT info only after file is closed helps to increase disks life time. 

 

6.2. Displaying acquired spectra on the fly 

Nearly all professional gamma instruments use a separate computer 
where acquired spectra can be viewed and analyzed. Sometimes it would be 
desirable to have some simple means for viewing acquired data on the fly 
without additional equipment. Gammamapper can display measurement spectra  
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Figure 6.1. Processing of input signal pulses 
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on its internal color LCD dislay during measurements. Every time a 
measurement buffer must be saved to disk, its content is converted to a spectra, 
normalized and displayed. Logarithmic and linear intensity (Y-) axis can be 
selected for display. The flowchart of the measurement processes algorithm is 
displayed on figure 6.1. 

The device uses a 132*176 pixel color LCD.  Spectra contains of 1024 
channels (X-axis) dictated by processor's on-board ADC’s resolution and is 
displayed in a 128*128 pixel window. Therefore a conversion is needed to fit 
spectra on display. Every channel has a 3-byte counter containing a maximum of 
224 = 16777216 counts. This means that a normalization algorithm is needed for 
this axis as well. A channel with maximum number is found. Knowing that 
display areas max_Y is 128, a normalization coefficient is computed and 
contents of every channel is divided by that factor. 

For X-axis normalization spectra is divided into groups of 8 channels. 
The maximum value of each group is calculated and this value is used in display 
routine. The described algorithm is reused in devices normal spectra viewing 
mode when measurement is not active. Spectra displaying algorithm is presently 
being designed and tested. 

 

6.3. GPS prefilter 
As mentioned earlier in the present work, it is highly desirable to have 

an automated and accurate means of acquiring qeographic coordinates of 
measurement place. In a mobile device like the present „Gammamapper“ or 
other "GPS-aware" embedded instruments traditional solutions like using 
compass and other „manual“ navigation instruments would be extremely 
impractical. This is especially true in case continuous measurements are needed 
to be carried out from a moving vehicle. 

One solution to this problem is using a GPS receiver. Modern GPS 
engines are compact and low-power devices making their use in portable 
instruments justified. Engines output data could be read easily since most of 
them use a standard NMEA protocol [23]. 

Problems arise when instrument equipped with a GPS engine must 
acquire large amounts of data that arrives in  a random manner. This is exactly 
what happens in a gamma spectrometer since ionized radiation is random by 
nature. 

A trade-off must be found to ensure that every particle captured by the 
detector is digitalized and stored. On the other hand the GPS output stream is 
relatively slow. Common engines usually default to a 4800 bps transfer speed. It 
is possible to use main processors interrupts to automatically vector to analyzing 
GPS stream and then return to processing a possible gamma event but certain 
problems still persist. Engine outputs not only needed data (coordinates and 
time) but also several other so-called protocols containing data about magnetic 
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variations, land speed, available satellites etc. Instruments own processor would 
have a lot of work filtering useful data from raw stream. 

On some models unwanted protocols could be switched off but an eye 
must still be kept on validity of data (i.e. in case user moves into a location 
where radio reception is not good).  On start-up or in poor visibility the 
acquired coordinates might  not be  valid. For example in protocol $GPRMC a 
special character – letter 'V' or 'A' indicates fitness of data. More information 
about protocols used in GPS data transactions and their meanings could be found 
from [21,23]. 

Spectrometes main processor must take this sign in consideration and 
replace geodata with the last valid one. This would increase even more 
instruments processing overhead and could even lead to skipping valuable 
gamma events. Authors experiments with gammamappers first prototype 
indicated that this was exactly the case. 

One possible solution to enlisted problems would be using a separate 
low-power microcontroller dedicated only to analyzing GPS engines data stream 
and filtering out needed information. The device should also buffer data for 
some predefined time in case of poor reception conditions.  
 Prefilter's processor constantly monitors GPS-engine's datastream 
looking for protocol starting with sequence: „$GPRMC“ (Recommended 
minimum specific GPS/Transit data). Should some other protocol be needed, 
one simply has to change it's name in the end of the code block in table 
„VastusGPRMC“). Sample protocol looks like the following:  
 
$GPRMC,081836,A,3751.65,S,14507.36,E,000.0,360.0,130998,011.3,E*62 
 

After mentioned above start combination is found, the code starts  
analyzing incoming data and stores  predefined fields into memory.  
Firstly it looks for a character in field 3 – the navigation receiver warning. 'V' 
means that coordinates are not yet determined. All data will be ignored and the 
code returns to protocol search cycle. If the mentioned character is 'A', data is 
considered valid and algorithm will continue selecting coordinate and time info 
which will be stored into memory. Other symbols will not be stored.  
 Protocol „$GPRMC“ ends with an asterisk '*' symbol followed by 
checksum.  
 First firmware described in [Article I] used relatively slow and simple 
datalink to main processor. Data buffering was not very good. In present version 
(2.1) prefilter sends data on main processors request in 28 us. The code is 
designed to allow other interrupts being enabled during GPS communications. 
Double buffering is used. If both coordinate buffers are empty, or data is 
considered „old“ (after 4 seconds since last request ), chip signals it to the 
instrument. This will happen when satellites are blocked from engine's view (e.g.  
moving to indoors). 
 Code for the prefilter is written in assembly language to ensure high-
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speed operation and compact code file (device's code memory is limited). 
Good practice suggests thorough testing of firmware against real life 

situations to reveal all possible bugs. Since GPS signals were not available in 
lab, some kind of test generator is needed. This test device should also be able to 
simulate errors in transmission that are always present in real cases. An attempt 
to design such test device is described in more detail in [Article VI]. It proved to 
be extremely useful for the author in debugging GPS-prefilters firmware. The 
test device consists mainly of a microcontroller. Two switches for changing 
working modes are also included. Later work added several new and useful 
features to the tester. Most important of them is the possibility of defining users 
own protocol making use of the test sequence generator in other applications as 
well. 
 
 
6.4. Data encryption unit 
 
 Although data, especially scientific one should be freely accessible to 
everybody interested, it is sometimes desirable to protect  experiment results. 
Protection may include disabling accidental erasure of files like in the described 
instrument and, sometimes, even restricting access to files in question.  
 Traditionally protection is carried out in computers, where experiment 
data is stored. Cryptoalgorithms are complicated but fast and reliable.  
 In author’s prototype gamma spectrometer operator can choose to crypt 
data (from measurements menu) before starting an experiment . Instrument then 
marks the file. Without posessing the key, other operators cannot use 
measurement results. Perhaps more important is the fact that they can not 
(accidentally) destroy datafile.  
 There are many ways to generate a crypto key. One could use keypad to 
input the key, read it from some kind of external memory etc. The author used a 
standard and widely spread memory key producing a 64-bit unique number. 
Manufacturer – Dallas – calls it an I-button.  This means of inputting crypto key is: 

1. convenient – user does not have to remember or write down any 
numbers; 

2. quick – I-button can communicate with speed up to 16 kBits/s; 
3. cheap – I-button is widely used in various electronic (phono-)locks 

resulting in low cost and availability of the key-chip; 
4. power consumption is reduced to minimum: the button derives power 

from data-line and only during reading. In a battery powered instrument 
it could be an issue. 

 Scientific instruments can produce results at high speed. This is also the 
case in the author’s prototype. Therefore a crypting algorithm should be compact 
and fast. One possible solution is Vernam cipher [27]. Some authors even claim, 
it is the only currently known unconditionally secure cipher, provided the key is 
truly random . 
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Vernam cipher is a stream cipher in which the plaintext (measurement 
data) is XORed with a random or pseudorandom stream of data (the key) of the 
same length to generate the ciphertext. The algorithm is fast and not very 
demanding on hardware (see figure 6.2). 
 
 

 
Figure 6.2. Flow diagram of data encryption algorithm 
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 In author´s prototype instrument data is saved on a SD-disk with sector 
length of 512 bytes. Every time spectrometer’s processor has collected as much 
results, a Vernam-cipher subroutine is called (if operator has enabled this option) 
and the result is then written to disk. This approach permits carrying out 
measurements at full speed introducing an additional small delay due to 
ciphering only during disk write operations. 

File system of the spectrometer demands inserting a key (I-button) also 
in case an attempt is made to delete crypted file. This should minimize the risk 
of accidentally erasing valuable data files. 
 Deciphering of encrypted data is straightforward: one only needs a key 
and its reader. For I-button the reader consists of two contacts only. There is no 
need for a special decoding program - same encryption function works as a 
decrypter due to the symmetrical nature of the algorithm.  
 There are many methods of breaking code. Since data in described 
instrument is in binary form, it should be not so easy to crack the cipher because 
it is hard to tell if the result of hacking makes sense or not. Things are much 
different with data in ASCII format. 
 It must be noted that crypted files on disk can still be erased on some 
other device (ordinary PC). But then again...the disk itself can also be easily 
destroyed if needed. 
 

 

6.5. PC programm 
 To support designed system author wrote a small utility for visualization 
and data analysis. Figure 6.3 shows utility's working screens. Program uses 
Windows platform and allows plotting measured data onto geographical maps. 
To save computer memory only needed map quadrants are loaded. As the heart 
of utility's map engine, a free GIS environment – Map Window GIS is applied.  
 Transfer of files to a „big“ computer is needed not only for archiving 
purposes but for better analysis. Gammamappers main processor running at a 20 
MHz clock and limited amount of memory is not capable competing with 
sophisticated analysis programs like Genie 2000 or even MS Excel. Those 
programs have been developed by large teams of specialists spending probably 
hundreds of hours for developing code. It seemed to be unreasonable to compete 
with them.  
 On map user can select regions for which gammaspectra will be plotted.  
For better visualization on map, waypoints can be colored according to the 
energy of gamma particles detected in these points. Defining of Regions of 
Interest is done via spectra tools screen. 
 The spectra viewing tool of the program allows adding or subtracting 
spectra (i.e. subtracting background) and format conversions for exporting data. 
It is helpful if  more powerful analysis programs are used. 

During measurements experimenter can place a special mark (flag) to 
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underline the importance of  some location. Present viewer displays a special 
quadrate-shaped mark pointing at emphasized by the operator location’s 
coordinates. 

Possible notes describing viewed file and entered by the operator are 
displayed in a separate small text area. File creation date and time together with 
live time are also displayed. 
 Amongst other tasks program allows deciphering files encrypted by the 
instrument. 
 

 
 
Figure 6.3. Main screen of results viewing utility 
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7. Measurements with Gammamapper 
 

A prototype of portable autonomous spectrometer for gamma radiation 
was designed, built and tested during present work. Photo of the device is shown 
on figure 7.1. 

 
Figure 7.1. Prototype of a portable gamma spectrometer „Gammamapper“ 

 

One important parameter of a (gamma -) spectrometer is its resolution 
(without detector because detectors resolution is a known parameter) and 
linearity of its analog circuitry. In this paragraph we try to  determine the 
mentioned parameters. Author used versions of Gammamapper in real field 
measurements during 2 years. Results of those measurements and some acquired 
spectra are also discussed. 

 

7.1. Measuring Gammamapper's main parameters 
In order to measure resolution of instrument's analog front end a test signal 

in form of  Gaussian pulses was fed to the instrument. Duration of pulses was 
40µs, frequency 6 kHz and amplitude 0,5V to 2,0V. A gaussian pulse was 
selected to immitate gamma detector used in present spectrometer.  

In ideal case all measured pulses should fall into one channel giving only 
one sharp pulse at the „spectra“. In real cases the peaks width occupies more 
than one channel. Its maximum falls into one channel, fading pulses could be 
observed in previous and trailing channels as well. A histogram describing 
distribution of pulses in neighbouring channels is shown on figure 7.2.  
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Figure 7.2. Scattering of pulses into neighbouring channels with a 0,5 V gaussian input 
signal 

 

 

A pulse is spread to about 3 channels. Scattering may be caused by 
parameters of analog front end  and also by the unstability of test generator used.  

Results show that a resolution of about 0,6% is achieved. According to 
literature sources [14] this can be considered to be a  good result. 

In order to determine analog parts linearity the abovementioned signal was 
applied to input. Pulses amplitude was increased with a step of 0,5V and a 
„spectra“ was acquired at each step. A graph showing the relation between 
channel number of the spectrometer versus amplitude of input signal can be 
constructed (see figure 7.3).  
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Figure 7.3. Input voltage versus channel number 

 

Ideally this graph should be a straight line but in reality slight deviations 
characterized by device´s unlinearity factor are always present. Industrial 
instruments discussed in paragraph 1 have unlinearity in range of 0,6%…3,0%. 
Gammamappers unlinearity was measured to be ±2,2% of maximum signal 
level. A sliding scale linearisation method described in [13] should improve 
devices linearity. Author plans to use this method in instruments next version. 

 

7.2. Calibration of energy axis 
An ionized particle falling into detector crystal causes a flash of light, 

amplitude of which is measured by  the ADC of device. So a voltage reading 
characterizing energy of the particle is acquired. Gammamapper's  ADC 
measures amplitude of input signal in range of 0..5V.  In spectroscopy energy is 
the parameter researchers are looking for. So the next logical step was finding a 
formula (graph) characterizing the realtionship between channel number 
(voltage output by the ADC) and detected particles energy. This was done 
acquiring spectra of two samples with well known energies, in our case  60Co 
and 22Na. 

For calibration coefficient calculations a caracteristic peak in spectra of 22Na  
with 511 keV energy (see figure 7.5) and a peak in spectra of 60Co with energy  
1,33 MeV (see figure 7.4) were used. 
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Figure 7.4. Spectra of 60Co used for calibration coefficient calculations. Live time - 1h. 
Detector – Scionix's CsI(Ti) 
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Figure 7.5. Fragment of 22Na spectra. Live time - 1h. Detector – Scionix's CsI(Ti) 

 

 

7.3. Test measurements with Scionix's CsI(Ti) detector 
 When the energy calibration was completed, it was interesting to test 

Gammamapper with some „real life“ samples. Firstly a spectra of  KJ's water 
solution was measured (see figure 7.6). Peak of  40K was found to have an 
energy approximately 1,46 MeV which agrees well with handbook data. 

Next and perhaps most interesting step was finding out contents of street dust 
collected from Kiev. This city in Ukraine got a big amount of radioactive 
pollution that originated from the Chernobyl nuclear plant disaster in 1986.  
Resulting spectra revealed a caracteristic peak at energy of 662 keV (see figure 
7.7). This showed that even after 23 years from the accident  traces of  
radioactive 137Cs could still be found in samples and probably in the city itself as 
well. 

 Well-defined peak at figure 7.7 made possible determining resolution of 
Gammamapper together with Scionix's detector. The resolution at energy 662 
keV was found to be 7,5%. The result should be considered good and comes 
close to theoretical limit of this type of detector (see table 3.1). 
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Figure 7.6. Water solution of KJ. Peak characteristic to 40K at energy 1,46 MeV is 
clearly visible 

Figure 7.7. Spectra of street dust sample gathered from Kiev. A peak with energy 662 
keV reveals presence of 137Cs 
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Now the instrument was calibrated and ready for field measurements. 
Author conducted measurements with Gammamapper during two years. 
Instrument acquired spectra from locations author was every day for about 7..8 
hours (until battery was exhausted). Luckily to the author no suspicious 
radioactive samples were found. Typical peak present in some spectras was  40K. 
According to sources [24] this element can be found everywhere. Some typical 
spectras are shown on figures 7.8 and 7.9. Geographic map of measurement 
locations of one such  „expedition“ is shown on figure 7.10. 

Determining activity of samples was not in range of goals set for the present 
work but „Gammamapper“ enables such measurements also, provided we have 
sample sources with known activity. Unfortunately department of Physics of 
TUT does not posess such sources. 

Figure 7.8. Typical spectra aquired on a small walk after working day 
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Figure 7.9. Spectra aquired en route to authors summer cottage 

 

 
Figure 7.10. Gammamapper plots measurement paths on a geographical map 
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 Main parameters of spectrometer prototype built in present work can be 
found in table 7.1 

 

Table 7.1. Main parameters of Gammamapper 

Property Value 

Analog to digital converter Successive approximation type, resolution: 
1024 channels 

Pulse processing time Conversion in ADC: 1,5 uS, owerall 
processing takes about 15 uS 

Nonlinearity 2,2% 

Upper- and lower level discriminators Realized in firmware, level presettable in 
whole range 

Memory SD-card with capacity up to 4 GB 
Live time Up to 42949672 s, granularity 10 ms 
Communcation interface USB 1.0 
Power supply One 1,8 A/h LiIon cell (3,7V) 
Maximum uptime About 7,5 hours 
Measures  
Weight  
Display 176*132 pixel color LCD 
Detector Scionix CsI(Ti) with bipolar output signal 
Main processor PIC18F4550 @ 24 Mhz 
GPS engine EM-406 with SirfStar 2 chipset 
Time to get GPS lock About 1 minute form cold start 

Alarms Audible,presettable to needed energy level 
or count rate 

Navigation, data entrance One multifunction navi key 
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8. Summary 
 

 Principles of work and schematic design of spectrometers for ionizing 
radiation were researched. Possible applications of such devices were discussed 
relying on data given in the literature. By analyzing the parameters of industrial 
designs the need for a portable spectrometer with somewhat wider possibilities 
for specific needs was established. A survey of the parameters of designs from 
well-known companies pointed out the minimum needs (linearity, amount of 
memory, number of ADC channels etc.) for the „Gammamapper“ described in 
the present thesis. As a result such spectrometer with an embedded 
microcontroller was designed and built. Tests of the spectrometer built were 
carried out and their results were satisfactory. Additionally a program for 
downloading data from the device, visualisation of results and preliminary 
analysis of spectra was written. Photo of Gammamapper is given in fig. 7.1 and 
capture of the main window of the data analysis tool  in fig. 6.3. 

 Although the parameters of Gammamapper are not bad, it must be 
pointed out that it is merely a prototype device. Research for improving the 
instrument is constantly going on. Not only the accuracy and other electrical 
parameters are going to be improved, but also some advanced functions will be 
added to spectrometer's firmware (automatic recognition of elements etc.).  

 

Main results achieved in present work 
 

• A compact battery-powered spectrometer for ionizing radiation was 
designed, built and tested. The device allows users to watch spectra on a 
built-in graphical screen module „on the fly“ or after the acquiring process is 
over.  

• Acquired data is automatically bound to geographic coordinates of locations 
where research took place. This is especially convenient if work is carried 
out from a fast moving vehicle. No known devices of this kind existed when 
this work was started. 

• All measurement data is stored on a standard memory card. This overcomes 
the storage media limit present even in high-end devices like MCA-8000. 

• Software written for the embedded microcontroller of the MCA includes 
functions of adding necessary measurement data and comments to the 
spectra as well as storing data locally and transferring it to a host computer. 
Software also enables marking locations of interest in the file and presettable 
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audible warnings. For user convenience a small low-power LED light source 
is built into the device. 

• Gammamapper's firmware has a unique possibility to encrypt measurement 
results. This feature is used for protecting files against accidental erasure. 

• For users convenience instrument defaults at start-up to a simplified mode 
not requiring any user input. Measurements are started with GPS enabled 
and data storage uncrypted.  

• Utility program for downloading spectra from the instrument and storing 
them to a host computer was written. The utility also performs various kinds 
of data format conversions to enable importing Gammamapper’s spectral 
data to well known spectral analysis programs. 

• A simple but unique device for testing GPS reception firmware was 
designed as a by-product of this work. 

 Described in the present study gamma spectrometer - data logger has 
been tested in operation for about 2 years.  More than 5000 hours of data has 
been collected.  Instrument showed good stability of parameters during test 
period.  Figure.8.1 reveals the inside of authors prototype. 
 

 
Figure 8.1. A glimpse to the inside of “Gammamapper“ 
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Possible future improvements of „Gammamapper“ might deal with the 

following issues: 
• scattering of peak voltage (presently about 3..5 channels) results should 

be minimized by means of lowering noise level generated by digital part 
of the instrument as well as by improving the peak detector circuit; 

• bigger LCD screen and corresponding software for plotting spectra on it; 
• possibility to display waypoints and geographic maps on instruments 

screen (the device has a built-in GPS receiver); 
• touch screen instead of navi key to allow more convenient entering of 

comments to measurements; 
• digital signal processor should replace traditional analog front-end 

circuitry; 
• firmware should have a recognition algorithm for at least some 

commonly known (dangerous) elements (137Cs etc.); 
• device should draw marker lines for nuclides  defined by user or fetched 

from database [39,41]. Nuclide data should be organised as one file on 
disk where device stores measured spetra. 

• Spectrometer should have an interface for connecting to cellular phone. 
In this case it could use phones processor, LCD-screen, GPS engine and 
other equipment for better performance. 

 
 A new version of spectrometer with indicated improvements is presently 
being designed. 
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Kokkuvõte  
Portatiivne ioniseeriva kiirguse spektromeeter „Gammamapper“ 

 
 

 Käesolevas väitekirjas on uuritud ioniseeriva kiirguse spektraal-
mõõtmisteks mõeldud mitmekanaliliste spektromeetrite parameetreid, võimalusi 
ja ehitust. On võrreldud mitmete juhtivate firmade valmistatud analoogseid 
seadmeid. Võrdlustulemuste alusel on valitud sobivad parameetrid ja välja 
töötatud ning valmis ehitatud autonoomse toitega portatiivne gammakiirguse 
spektromeeter „Gammamapper“.  

Erinevalt muudest analoogsetest seadmetest „Gammamapper“: 

- salvestab kogu mõõteinfo töötlemata kujul, võimaldadades tulemusi 
hiljem uuemate algoritmide alusel teisendada. Lisaks saab nii avastada 
lühiajalist viibimist kõrgendatud kiirgustasemega piirkonnas, mis muidu 
võiks märkamata jääda; 

- andmed salvestatakse suuremahulisele standartsele mälukaardile, mis 
lubab mõõta kauem. Seniste spektromeetrite mälu on üsnagi piiratud; 

- lisaks spektraalmõõtmistele salvestab seade GPSilt ka mõõtmiste toimu-
mise kohtade geograafilised koordinaadid. Välja töötatud andmete 
visualiseerimise programm kuvab eksperimenteerija liikumise maa-
kaardil; 

- huvipakkuvate piirkondade kohta saab eraldi lasta kuvada spektri; 

- spektri huvipakkuva piigi asukohta saab lasta otsida ja näidata kaardil; 

- on võimalik lasta andmeid krüptida, samuti saab sisestada kommentaare 
mõõtmistingimuste jms kohta; 

- seade on kaugjuhitav üle interneti, kasutades autori väljatöötatud 
protokolli ja juhtprogrammi. Sellest on täpsemalt juttu artiklis 5; 

- lõpetamisel on otse „Gammamapperis“ spektrite „lennult“ ja hiljem 
failist kuvamise tarkvara. 

Töö lõpuosas on toodud omavalmistatud spektromeetri katsetamise 
tulemused ning analüüsitud seadme edasise täiustamise suundi ja võimalusi. Töö 
käib hetkel seadme täiendatud versiooni kallal, mis ühenduks mobiiltelefoniga ja 
kasutaks selle võimalusi. 
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Abstract 
Portable spectrometer for ionizing radiation „Gammamapper“ 
 
 

 In the present doctoral thesis parameters, possibilities and design of 
multichannel spectrometer for measurementes of ionizing radiation are 
discussed. Properties of a number of similar devices from well-known 
manufacturers are compared to each other. Relying on this comparison best set 
of parameters was chosen for the device and the spectrometer was built. 

 Prototype spectrometer „Gammamapper“ built in present thesis has the 
following unique features: 

- device records all measurement data in raw (unaltered) form on a 
standard SD-memory card. This approach lets experimenters use 
gathered data for new analysis using improved algorithms. Using  a 
standard memory card gives nearly unlimited storage capacity. Earlier 
spectrometers stored data in onboard RAM with relatively low capacity; 

- unaltered data format enables noticing passing areas with possible 
higher radiation levels that could otherwise be possibly filtered out; 

- device records geographic coordinates of measurement plac(es) obtained 
from a GPS engine. Visualisation software shows movement of the 
experimenter on a geographic map; 

- spectra could be plotted for the whole experiment as well as for selected 
regions of interest; 

- visualisation software written for „Gammamapper“ locates peaks 
selected from spectra and shows regions where they were gathered on a 
geographic map; 

-  „Gammamapper“ can cipher measurements results using standard I-
button as a key; 

- device is remotely controllable over internet. A special protocol and 
program has been written for this purpose. More details about it could be 
found in [Article 5]; 

- firmware update enabling viewing spectra „on fly“ or from storage 
media on „Gammamapper’s“ color LCD is presently being worked out. 

Test results of the spectrometer built are given at the end of the 
present thesis. Possibilities of future improvement of the device are also 
discussed. Work on designing an improved version also suitable for use 
with cellular phones is presently going on. 
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